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1 FOREWORD

Thank you for purchasing HY-WDC2DVSE ultrasonic anemometer

manufactured by Hongyuv. The unit has no moving parts and requires no

calibration or maintenance. To achieve optimum performance we recommend

that you read the whole of this manual before proceeding with use.

As our products are developed continuously, Hongyuv reserve the right to

make any alterations on performance or appearance without prior notice.

The products manufactured by Hongyuv are in continuous development,

therefore the contents of this manual are subject to change without prior notice.

Please observe that this manual does not create any legal binding for Hongyuv

towards the customer or the end user and that no liability is assumed by

Hongyuv for any damages and/or injuries resulting from the use of the product

described

2 INTRODUCTION

HY-WDC2DVSE Ultrasonic Anemometer is completely powered by solar panel

come with it. It does not require any external power supply. This model is

customized to be fully compatible to Davis Vantage Pro2 series weather station,

can be directly connected to Davis ISS via RJ11 port.

The "Plug & Play" WDC2DVSE connects directly to a pulse or potentiometer

input. Maintenance-free plug & play ultrasound WDC2DVSE wind sensor

upgrade for Davis weather stations, replaces anenometer models: # 7911,

#7913, #7914, #6410.

Thanks to ultrasonic technology, cost-effective HY-WDC2DVSE with significant

advantages (Robust, No moving part & inertia) can obviously optimize

performance of Davis’ weather station, make it sensible to 0.1m/s wind, free

from maintenance(wind part).
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3 WORKING PRINCIPLE

Measure the transmission time of ultrasonic sensors from sensor N to sensor S,

and compare with the transmission time of sensor S to sensor N. Similarly,

compare the time of W to E and E to W time. (N = north, S = south, E = east, W

= west)

For example, if the wind blew from the north,

time of ultrasonic from N to S will be shorter

than from S to N, and transmission time of it

from W to E and E to W is the same.

Through calculating the time difference of

ultrasonic transmission between two points,

the wind speed and direction can be

calculated. This calculation method has

nothing to do with other factors such as temperature.

4 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Signal Output wind speed pulse signal-Davis compatible

wind direction potentiometer signal-Davis compatible
Connection RJ11

Wind Speed

Range 0 - 40m/s
Accuracy ±5%
Resolution 0.1m/s(0.2 knots)
Threshold 0.1m/s

Wind Direction
Range 0 - 359°
Accuracy ±3°
Resolution 1°

Power Supply Self-powered by Solar Panel & 2 pcs rechargeable 18650 lithium battery
(18650 battery is very common in market, they are prepared by user)

Environmental

Protection Class IP65
Operating
Temperature -40℃ to +60℃

Operating
Humidity 0 to 100% RH

CE Approved

Mechanical WDC2DVSE Material Engineering ABS shell, Size:Φ84×120mm,
Weight:ABS:0.38kg or Aluminium Alloy:0.78kg

Solar Panel Size: 25cm*18cm Weight:2kg.
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5 PACKING LIST
Item Quantity

HY- WDC2DVSE Ultrasonic Anemometer

Come with 13 meters RJ11 cable

& 1.5 meter power cable to power module

1 pcs

Solar Panel

Come with power manage module

and two clamps pre-installed

1 pcs

U shape Clamps for conjunction plate 4 pcs

Conjunction plate 1 pcs

Additional bolts used to clasp conjunction

plate with Davis’ Rain Bucket

2 pcs

Mounting mast 1 pcs

User Manual 1 pcs
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6 PACKING NOTICE
By keeping HY-WDC2DVSE well positioned in ex-work package when it’s

being transferred to protect it from any potential damage.

7 APPERANCE SKETCH
7.1 ABS Shell

There has two north markers on ABS shell for easy observation from
downward, front upward. ”

△” on the top should be pointed toward to north,
I

it’s zero direction for the anemometer.

Gap on bottom south marker should be pointed to south
I
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8 Communication interface
8.1 WIRING

Please pay attention to bulge/ groove on male/female connector of power cable,
and Polarity of battery, install one or two batteries are both workable, because
they are parallel connection.(18650 rechargeable lithium battery is prepared by
client.)
To connect the sensor to the Davis VP2 ISS, follow the next instructions:
1. Open the SIM box of the Davis VP2 ISS by sliding the cover up.
2. Disconnect the solar panel cable and put the cover aside.

3. Disconnect the standard wind cups anemometer from the WIND connector and
then connect HY-WDC2DVSE anemometer.
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4. Power the HY-WDC2DVSE anemometer and check if the console is displaying
wind data.
5. Reconnect the solar panel cable.
6. Close the SIM box of the Davis VP2 ISS by sliding the cover down.

8.2 Davis VP2 Configuration
Wind cup size
To display valid data from HY-WDC2DVSE anemometer, the Davis VP2 console
must be configured with the WIND CUP SIZE parameter set to OTHER. With this
configuration, the console does not make any correction on the wind speed
depending on the wind direction, which is only needed when using the standard
wind cups anemometer. In order to configure this parameter, follow the next
instructions:
1. Press and hold the DONE key and the DOWN (-) arrow to enter in the
configuration menu.
2. Press DONE repeatedly until you see the WIND CUP SIZE parameter.
3. Set the parameter to OTHER using the UP (+) and DOWN (-) arrows.

4. Press and hold the DONE key to return to the current weather screen.
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9 INSTALLATION GUIDELINES
9.1 The HY-WDC2DVSE can be mounted on top mast posts, poles,

tripods, etc.

Orientation: Use a standard compass to find correct geographic north

direction then align north marker of WDC2DVSE to north.

Note: To optimize solar power supply, it’s recommended to orient solar

panel southward in Northern Hemisphere, vice versa.

DO RMEMBER to orient the north point of WDC2DVS north-toward by

rotating mounting mast to achieve correct wind direction.
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9.2 You will need to adjust the anemometer so that it is level. Use a

bubble level or other leveling device to ensure the anemometer is level

(leveling device not included).

9.3 Customers must ensure that the HY-WDC2DVSE is installed in an

open area so as to avoid obstacles to airflow or turbulence in the

surrounding buildings.

Do not install HY-WDC2DVSE on the side of a high power radar or

radio transmitter.
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11 CLEANING
If there is any build up of deposit on the unit, it should be gently cleaned with

a cloth moistened with soft detergent. Solvents should not be used, and

care should be taken to avoid scratching any surfaces. The unit must be

allowed to defrost naturally after being exposed to snow or icy conditions,

do NOT attempt to remove ice or snow with a tool.

12 AFTER-SALE SERVICE
There are no moving parts or user-serviceable parts requiring routine

maintenance.

Opening the unit or breaking the security seal will void the warranty and the

calibration.

In the event of failure, prior to returning the unit to your authorised HongYuv

distributor, it is recommended that:

1. All cables and connectors are checked for continuity, bad contacts,

corrosion etc.

2. You contact your supplier for advice

If you ever need assistance with your HY-WDC2DVSE or have any

questions or feedback, there are several ways to contact us. HongYuv has

customer service representatives available to speak with you Monday

through Friday, between 9 am and 6 pm UTC+8 time.

Note: If you purchased your anemometer through a distributor, please

Contact them for assistance.

Email: info@hongyuv.com

13 Calibration
The anemometer calibration is based on fundamental physical principles

and does not change with use. Recalibration should therefore not be

necessary.

14 INSTRUMENT RETURN
If the instrument needs to be returned, please carefully pack the instrument

in the original package and deliver it to the authorized agent of the Hongyuv

with the detailed explanation of malfunction.
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